**ACTIVITY DETAILS**

**AGE**
12+

**MATERIALS**
- Blank maps with course
- Master map
- Coloured pens
- Controls

**TIME**
30 minutes

**GOAL**
To learn to simplify the map to only the features essential for navigation

---

**INSTRUCTIONS**

**SET UP**
- Plan a course
- Print the course without the map
- Print a master map
- Place the controls

**ACTIVITY**
- Provide each participant with a blank map showing only the course
- Give 5 minutes for the participants to look at the master map and copy the map details that they will need to complete the course. Participants may lay their maps over the master map to aid in copying
- Participants attempt to complete the course using the details they have drawn
- At the finish ask
  - Which features were helpful?
  - Did the participants copy too many or too few features?
  - Were there any problems?
  - What would the participants do differently next time?